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Abstracts

Al-Andalus are also referring as the Muslims or the Spain or the Islamic Iberia that was

a medieval Muslim’s region and cultural domain consisting on the Spain and Portugal.

Muslims along with the Christians and Jews lived together for more than seven

centuries in the same territory and got name Moorish Spain or the Al Andalus in the

Europe. The time period of the Al Andalus started with the greatest victory of the Tariq

bin Ziyad in the time period of the Umayyad who ends the rule of the Umayyad

caliphates. The presence and rule of the Andalus as in the Europe influenced the region

in many ways as cultural changes, religious changes, social changes etc. The extent to

that the Christians and the Jews were tolerated from the Muslim rulers who came from

the Arab is conflicted by the various historians of the world. The history shows that the

Andalus shows that Muslims, Jews and Christians lived in the Al Andalus Empire in

peaceful manners with the exception of the some battles and revolts and few religious

conflicts in the European zone. The major influence of the Andalus on the Europe is the

cultural influence as the higher amount of the social and cultural association took place

among these different social and religious groups in the Europe that results in the

formation of distinctive and different cultural amalgamation that continued to grow even

after the Reconquista and the cultural influence of the Andalus still can be witness in the

Europe (Maryam Noor, 2015). Cont… (1000 words of this Report)
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